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SLO businesses plan New vice president selected
for ban on smoking after long, nationwide search
By Tina M. Ramos
staff Writer

M any San L u is O b is p o
businesses have taken the pro
posed ordinance amending a
municipal code regulating smok
ing in public places to heart, and
to their pocketbooks.
The ordinance extends the
definition o f public places to in
clude libraries, clinics, offices,
stores, restaurants and bars. It is
expected to gain final approval
at the City Council meeting this
Tuesday. If approved, the ordi
nance will go into effect on
August 2.
Many businesses, especially
those most affected by the ordi
nance, act as if the matter has
been decided already.
John MeWaid, manager of
Henrickson’s restaurant in SLO,
said the ordinance would have a
negative effect on his new
business.
“ It (th e ord in a n ce) will
definitively take some of our
patrons away,” MeWaid said.
"Just when I’m starting to at

tract customers, this ordinance
comes along.”
MeWaid said that people in the
hospitality business try to cater
to all types of customers because
if they do not, they go out of
business. The ordinance would
enable him to cater to only one
type of customer, he said.
"It is also stupid becuase there
have been no complaints about
the old regulation as it now
stands,” he said. "I figure if
there is no problem, why fix it?"
Dr. James Nash, director o f
Cal P o l/s Student Health Ser
vices, said he thinks the ordi
nance is a great idea. He doesn’t
think it will hurt businesses and
in the long run will be beneficial
because the social pressure may
cause people to stop smoking.
"It is the same as non-smoking
policy airlines have for U.S.
flights.,” Nash said. "People
want to fly, so they quit smok
ing. If people want to drink or
eat out bad enough, they will
stop smoking.”
Nash said Beverly Hills had a
See SMOKING, page 12

By Angie Carlevato
Stall Writer

After a six-month, nationwide
search that drew 146 appli
cants, the No. 2 position at Cal
Poly has been filled.
Dr. Robert Koob, vice presi
dent for academic affairs at
North Dakota State Universi
ty, will take over as vice presi
dent for Academic Affairs and
senior vice president on Aug.

1.
Koob, 48, was appointed by
the university’s president,
Warren J. Baker. His selection
for the position was recom
mended by a campuswide
committee composed o f 17
faculty and staff members and
students according to Cal Poly
spokesman Stan Bernstein.
Five finalists were invited to
the campus during spring
quarter, Bernstein said.
Koob will be filling the posi
tion left vacant by Malcolm
W ilson ’ s resign a tion la st

November. Wilson was tem
porarily replaced by Philip S,
bailey, Jr., who will return to
his previous position as dean of
the university’s School of
Science and Mathematics.
In a telephone interview
from his North Dakota office
on Wednesday morning, Koob
said he is excited about his
transfer to Cal Poly.
“Cal Poly is an excellent
school and ready to undergo
some changes in the next cen
tury,” he said. He added that
Cal Poly is a larger university
than the one he is at now and
has greater resources. North
Dakota State has about 9,500
students compared to Cal Po
ly ’ s approxim ate stu den t
enrollment o f 17,000.
Koob said he will miss the
people at NDSU, but said that
there are remarkable simi
larities between the two in
stitutions.
“Cal Poly has the same sense
of friendliness and openness as
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North Dakota State,” he said.
“I felt right at home at Cal Po
ly from the first time I walked
on the campus in mid-May.”
Baker said in his published
announcement that he is con
fident Koob will offer strong
leadership for the university’s
academic programs.
“Dr. Koob’s experience as a
university professor, depart
ment chairman, dean, vice
president for Academic Af
fairs, acting university presi
dent and executive director of
a research foundation will
enable him to understand the
important needs o f all seg
ments of the academic com
munity,” Baker said.
As chief academic officer,
Koob will be responsible to the
president for all operations of
the university relative to
educational policy, academic
planning, instructional pro
grams and faculty-personnel
actions.
See KOOB, page 12
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Those Cal Poly hopefuls who
received rejection notices for the
upcoming fall quarter still had
the time to apply for summer —
a time when competition for
lim it e d a d m is s io n s s p a ce
decreases.
Many students would not have
the chance to prove their ablities
at Cal Poly without this so-called
"back door” to the admissions
process.
There is nothing sneaky or
underhanded about getting ac
cepted to Poly in this manner.
Let’s face it, this university has a
reputation for rejecting students
that other competitive univer
sities would accept outright.
Applicants for fall quarter
1989 totaled 15,437, and less
than half o f these, 6,891 stu
dents, were accepted.
Compare this to the acceptance
rate of 1,685 out of 2,295 appli
cants for the summer quarter
1989, and it is easy to see that
chonces of getting into Cal Poly

greatly increase in the summer.
As for this current quarter,
1,478 students were accepted out
o f the 2,283 who applied.
However, only 5,814 out of
16,493 who applied for the up
coming fall quarter were ac
cepted.
Helen Linstrum, interim direc
tor of Admissions, said that
many students who were on the
borderline for fall admissions do
get in for the summer quarter.
However, Linstrum said, “Ac
tually spring quarter is the
easiest to be accepted for.”
Linstrum attributed this to
smaller student quotas and a
lower than average number of
applicants during the spring
quarter.
Incoming freshmen from high
school have not yet graduated,
and many transfer students have
to take winter quarter off due to
Poly’s quarter system that con
flicts with many other schools’
calendars.
“ It’s all a matter of competi
tion,” Linstrum said. “ FaHquarter is the hardest to apply
See ADMISSIONS, page 4

Trip hazards no more...

Aid for those with
AIDS...

Those torn-up sidewalks may make
traversing the campus difficult for now,
but Plant Operations says there's a
good explanation for them.

San Luis Obispo is hosting an AIDS
benefit concert this Friday in the Cal
Poly Theatre. Proceeds from the piano
performance will help the local AIDS
Support Network.
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Opinion
R e p o r te r ’s N o te b o o k

Editorial
Libel ruling trims free speech
It seems that the right to freedom of expression is having a
tough time staying unscratched these days. Up until two weeks
ago, it was threatened to be clipped by the Bush Administra
tion’s flag-burning movement. Although that hazard was avoid
ed, the Supreme Court has cut it from another direction. Last
week it decided that writers and speakers are not automatically
protected by the First Amendment against libel suits for state
ments that express opinions.
With the case at issue, Milkovich vs. Lorain Journal, the
Supreme Court overturned the 1974 case of Gertz vs. Robert
Welch. That case established the idea in judges and the media
that opinions were constitutionally protected with the phrase:
‘TJnder the First Amendment there is no such thing as a false
idea. However pernicious an opinion may seem, we depend for its
correction not on the conscience of judges or juries but on the
competition of other ideas.”
Chief Justice William K. Rehnquist, writing for the court ma
jority, said that that statement was never “intended to create a
whole defamation exception for anything that might be labeled
opinion” and essentially wiped out that realm of protection, al
though he said opinions without “factual connotation” and
“loose, figurative or hyperbolic language” are still entitled to
protection.
The effects of this rash action by the Supreme Court are yet to
be felt, but most media experts agree that since Rehnquist didn’t
define pure opinion and hyperbole, the results of this decision will
be increased amounts of libel cases as the lower courts try to
determine where the new guidelines are.
This will, to an extent, curb the free flow of different and
sometimes conflicting ideas, one of the very things that the First
Amendment was established to protect. Although large newspa
pers and other publications will have the resources and capital to
light for their rights, the ordinary citizen is now in a position to
get burned. People who once would not hesitate to write a con
troversial column for their local paper or speak at a rally will
have to stop and think twice about the possibility of spending
time and money in court fighting a lawsuit.
But what is more disturbing than the potential increase in the
number of court cases is the prospect that this decision may
serve ns a platform for more restrictions concerning the First
Amendment in the coming years. Although that may be some
what of an alarmist statement, the fact remains that our right to
freedom of speech has been trimmed by Milkovich vs. Lorain
Journal. This is something that should concern us all.

Voters must ignore the fluff and
judge politicians on real issues
Are the issues addressed by
our politicians the important
issues of the 1990s, or are they
just political fluff geared toward
pulling in more votes for the
candidates?
Republicans try to increase
party membership by supporting
insignificant cultural issues such
as flag burning, homosexual
rights and obscenity. Democrats
seem to fight back, not with their
own “ issues,” but only by
c r i t i c i z i n g t h o s e o f th e
By Kenn
republicans. The result is lots of
hype and promises but no real,
long-term action or answers.
It’s no surprise that real issues are not address
ed. How can they be when politicians don’t know
what they are? A California democrat even admit
ted that his party doesn’t really know what its
values are.
Democrats say republicans are playing on citi
zens’ fears. Republicans say these cultural isssues
need to be addressed.
And because of these non-issues, most people
forget about the real problems faced every day by
fellow Americans and fellow humans worldwide,
problems such as nuclear waste disposal (either
direct or indirect) and deforestation. If the crucial
problems of the ’80s and the ’90s are ignored,
future generations will inherit a viril pool of
disease that was once called a great nation. 'This is
not what most children want to inherit, to be sure.
The worst part is that voters and non-voters eat
up the political hype o f non-issues spoon-fed to
them by politicians. This can be proven by the fact
that turnover in the state legislatures is mostly
voluntary, and not because voters throw out in
cumbents.

So what are real issues then?
Real issues are those with an
impact that will shape America
and make it better. Cultural con
troversy is only one rung on a
ladder that leads to the top.
Politicians are supposed to be
leaders but they seldom lead. In
stead they follow so they will not
lose their precious positions and
comfortable salaries.
Cultural problems are impor
tant,
but only in the short term.
Easland
Politicians need to look at the big
picture. Give American people
something to be proud of, not poor excuses and
desperate causes.
Where does political responsibility begin? With
the voter or with the politician? The answer is
both.
There were propositions on the ballot earlier this
month that would “force” ethics in California’s
government. Why? Don’t politicians practice
ethical government already? And if they don’t,
why are they re-elected?
We cannot expect real improvements when the
people in power seem so distant from everyday in
dividuals and their concerns.
Politicians need to take a stand on these issues
instead of hiding behind trivial ones that exist in
the ’90s. Also, people need to vote, and vote
responsibly by backing politicians whose past
decisions reflect a better place for future genera
tions.

Kenn Easland is a journalism senior. This is his
third quarter writing for the Mustang.

L e tte r to th e E d ito r
Designs impact
the environment

river or lake. At present, most
environmental site designs re
quire substantial distances of
buildings from all open water to
reduce adverse environmental
impacts, as well as preservation
of scenic values.
The real challenge for builders
today is in the application of
sound environmental principles
to the full construction and site
design process.
As Cal Poly architecture and
design majors, I hope that these
students will be exposed to ap
plied environmental principles in
all their courses. In addition,
some specific courses dealing
with environmental issues and
field applications would also be
useful to the students.

A few days ago, I had an op
portunity to look at some stu
dent design projects in an ar
chitecture lab in the Engineering
building.
It appeared that the students
had to design a large and expen
sive m ountainside vacation
home. From a design and
engineering viewpoint, it seemed
evident that these students had
developed some useful and in
novative solutions to the pro
blem. However, there seemed to
be a total lack of any understan
ding about environmental im
pact.
For example, many of the
building solutions were designed Tim O’K eefe
to sit right at the edge (or in one Natural resources management
case right in the middle) of a professor
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Enlighten yourself on the media
By Matthew Calegar!
As good young Americans, we get a warm teeiing inside when Uncle Sam sends our boys to other
countries around the world in the hopes of stamp
ing out communism. Although most of us cannot
define it, the dreaded “C" word brings fear into our
hearts and causes our voices to tremble. Teachers
and textbooks indoctrinated into our minds that
the Scarlet Invasion needed to be stopped or the
structure of American democracy would collapse.
This attitude fueled the Ck>ld War. Some argue that
now the shivering frostbite of the 1950s has thaw
ed into mere goosebumps. I agree. However, the
United States’ foreign policy still banks on the fact
that the American public will support any opera
tion carried out in the name of stopping com
munism.
The fundamental problem with this sort of
sweeping policy occurs when our supposedly free
media turns into an outlet for State Department
press releases. In times of crisis, the motto “All
the news that is fit to print” changes to “All the
news that supports America and bashes our
enemies.” When U.S. troops stormed through
Grenada in 1983, the New York Times and the ma
jor TV networks supported the action and praised
then-Ffresident Reagan. They swallowed the State
Department’s line that the tiny island of 110,000
people was a vital link between the Soviet Union
and Cuba. Forgotten were the facts that the inva
sion was unprovoked and a blatant violation of in
ternational law. Rather than probing into the ac
tual reasons why our military killed scores of citi
zens, the press simply reduced the incident to a
battle between U.S. virtue and communist evil.
A free flow of information is crucial to any dem
ocratic nation. Ideally the press serves as a wat
chdog on the powers that be. The American press,
however, has evolved into one of the existing
powers. Our media seldom reports the moral
atrocities that can be linked to the United States.
When they do, they are far from timely. The
following is a quote from the May 20, 1990 edition
of the San Francisco Examiner: “The U.S. gov

ernment played a significant role in one of the
worst massacres of the century by supplying the
names of thousands of Communist Party leaders to
the Indonesian army, which hunted down the lef
tists and killed them, former U.S. diplomats said.”
This event took place in 1965! I often wonder who
really deserves the title “evil empire.” It took our
free press 25 years to shed light on this systematic
extermination o f the Ck>mmunist Party. I predict
that it will take just as long for us to find out what
really happened in Tiananmen Square last June
and in Panama last December.
It is very easy for me to sit up on this journal
istic pedestal and tell you how screwed up some
aspects of America are. I would prefer to offer in
sight into how we can become more enlightened
consumers of information. One of the simplest
ways we can become more informed is to turn off
at least one of the seven hours o f television the
average American watches each day. With that
hour, try reading an alternative news source such
as Mother Jones or The Nation. 'These progressive
magazines have information about the workings of
global politics that the major media tend to ignore.
Seek out history and political science professors
who can have insights into the trends o f American
foreign policy. They can tell you if U.S. policy in
Central America runs along the same lines as our
failures in Vietnam some 20 years ago.
We are always told that young people are s(Kiety’s future. If we continue to rely on only the
Mustang Daily and Rick and Sandra from KSBY
for our facts, then we are only cheating ourselves.
It is up to you what you do while you are here at
Cal Poly. You may chcKise to simply accept what
you are told and get your degree, or you can stray
off the beaten path, ask questions and try to keep
alive the spirit of freedom that the students of
Beijing were fighting for before the hot bullet of
oppression exploded their brains all over the
pavement.
Matthew Calegari is a Journalism junior.
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Poly hosts annual
conference for state
agriculture teachers
By Karla Hale
StaX WrHar
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Poly's sidewalk repair efforts have created temporary holes around campus.

Poly fixs hazardous sidewalks
By Anthony Moir
Stott Writar

One more step and a person
stumbles, papers fly and hands
and arms are scraped from a
hazardous sidewalk.
To prevent future accidents,
six walkways at Cal Poly deemed
as “trip hazards” are being
replaced this summer.
“The project’s contract is

scheduled for completion on July
28, but could be finished as soon
as July 13,” said Peter Phillips,
architectual coordinator for Cal
Poly. More than $21,000 has
been poured into the project,
taken from a $187,000 special
repair fund alotted by the state
for the 1989-90 Cal Poly budget.
The walkways being unearthed
and re-laid are located near the
University Dining Complex, the

Air Conditioning building, a
patio behind the Agricultural
Engineering building, spots be
tween the Erhart Agriculture
building and Kennedy Library,
and a section near the east side
of the Architecture building.
“Problems in the sidewalks are
mostly due to the adobe soil on
campus, which swells as it comes
in contact with moisture, thus
See SIDEWALKS, page 7

California agriculture teachers
are going back to school for a few
days at Cal Poly this summer.
The 71st annual conference of
the C alifornia A gricultural
Teachers Association (CATA)
began Monday on campus.
Agriculture teachers from
throughout the state gather at
the conference each year to
discuss issues and in-service
programs. Cal Poly has hosted
all previous CATA conferences
and more than 500 agriculture
teachers are attending the con
ference this year.
“The purpose of the organiza
tion is to promote Agricultural
E d u ca tio n in C a lifo r n ia ,”
President-elect Joe Consentino
said.
Consentino said the in- service
programs this year will include
promoting a global perspective in
agricultural education, leadership
and effective teaching.
Dale Minnick gave the keynote
address for the conference. In
addition to entertaining all the
attendees in the crowded Cal Po
ly Theatre with amusing stories,
he said that positive changes
were being made in agriculture.
People change for three
reasons, Minnick said. They can
be shocked into change, change
gradually or make their own
changes by changing their at
titudes.
“Sometimes in agriculture we

forget to have vision; we forget
to look at the long haul,” he said.
“I contend the lack of this view
in this industry, the lack of view
in education, in teachers and
school districts does not depend
on funding, does not depend on
administration as much as it de
pends on what is going on here
between your ears, your at
titude.”
Minnick said it is important to
know the competition. For ex
ample, he said the major com
petition in the beef cattle in
dustry is chickens.
Minnick said the greatest in
vestment that teachers have in
the learning experience that they
provide to their students is not
their pickups or livestock, but
their uniqueness.
“Your job is not to be better
than the guy down the road; your
job is to be the best that you can
be with the talents that the good
Lord gave you,” Minnick said.
“It is always to soon to give up,”
he said.
To be the best that they can
be, Minnick said, teachers need
to stick with their commitment
to the vocation, select who and
what they listen to and hook up
with CATA.
Consentino then oversaw the
introduction of 44 new teachers.
The universities represented in
cluded: Fresno State, Cal Poly
Pomona, University o f California
at Davis, Chico State and Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo.
See CATA, page 10
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D epression claim s life o f Cal P oly student
By Marie Byrne

do things he was looking forward to.”
She said that there is no reason for
clinical depression, where sufferers some
Depression claimed the life of a Cal Poly times feel hurt, alienated and alone.
The Wheatleys said their son was plann
student at the end of spring quarter.
ing
to move out of his family’s house and
Patrick Wheatley Jr., a sophomore math
register
for summer quarter classes after
major, committed suicide on June 10.
Wheatley lived with his parents Patrick taking spring quarter off from school.
His father said people found his son to
Wheatley, a Cal Poly computer science
professor, and JoAnn Wheatley, a Cal Po be pleasant and quiet and that he was
ly crop science professor, in San Luis well-liked. Patrick Wheatley Jr. was said
to have had a close relationship with his
Obispo.
Patrick Wheatley Jr. graduated from parents and a social life revolving around
Mission College Preparatory in 1988 and his friends from high school who were still
lived in the San Luis Obispo area most of living in this area.
His father said his son did have some
his life. He had been employed at the Cal
psychological
pain that began when he
Poly crops unit and had shown an interest
wasin
junior
high
school.
in botany.
“Sometimes
he
seemed down in the
His parents said their son suffered from
dumps
and
things
looked hopeless to
depression in the past and had seen
psychologists and psychiatrists. But the him,” his mother said. “We could see the
depression was something his mother mood swings before, but they seemed to
thought he was over at the time he com be over for the last two years.”
His parents said they are concerned
mitted suicide.
“It’s ironic,” she said. “He didn’t seem about other Cal Poly students who might
so low anymore. It looked like his moods also be suffering from depression.
were evening out. He was finally going to
“I see other students walking on the
SlJlf Write!__________________

edge, and I try to help them as much as I
can,” Patrick Wheatley Jr.’s father said.
“I see them going through the same
things my son went through.”
His mother said she has received notes
from students who are going though crises
and that they need compassion and caring.
Patnck Wheatley Jr. maintained close
friendships with Peter Pokorny, Jim
Scaife and Jeff Chapman — with whom he
attended high school.
Pokorny said Wheatley was a friend who
was capable of being understanding.
“He was not limited by common
thought,” Pokorny said. “I could talk to
him about things that would leave most
people confused or that were too con
troversial — things the general population
doesn’t like to hear about.”
Scaife said Wheatley’s interests includ
ed role-playing games, Beethoven, politics
and botany, which he was considering ma
joring in instead of mathematics.
Scaife described his friend as “a brilliant
guy who was witty, intelligent. He had a
great sense of humor. He liked to make up
Patrick Wheatley Jr.
puns and limericks. He was very eclectic.”

ADMISSIONS
and got accepted. Then I only
had three days of vacation be
tween gradu ation and my
freshman year here.”
Linstrum said, “The major
that the student applies for and
whether they are a transfer or
incoming freshman makes a dif
ference.”
Aeronautical engineering had
an acceptance rate o f 2.9 percent
for incoming freshman in fall
1989. On the other hand,
economics had an acceptance
rate of 29 percent for upper-divi
sion transfers.

From page 1
for because of the large number
o f incom ing freshm an and
transfer students.”
Many who are turned down in
itially are top-notch students.
Journalism msyor Brenda Mills
had a 3.6 grade point average,
was the president of her senior
class and had strong SAT scores,
but she was denied admission
when applying for fall 1988.
“I was right at the cut-off,”
Mills said. “Poly told me to
reapply for the summer; I did
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SLO group seeks to El Corral employee killed last
end water rationing weekend in single-car accident
By Bridget Meaney
stall Writer

By Kim Jarrard
stali Writar

A local group is working to
end water rationing in San
Luis Obispo.
The group, Water Action to
Eliminate Rationing
(WATER) is trying to obtain
enough si gnat ur es of
registered voters to hold a
special election on water ra
tioning.
The election would present
voters with an initiative
allowing them to decide
whether to continue rationing
in the city or to bring in water
from other sources.
“ W e ’ ve g o t e n o u g h
signatures for a general elec
tion,” said Gary Kunkel,
spokesman for WATER, “and
we’re going for a special elec
tion.”
So far, the group has ob
tained the required 10 percent
of registered voters’
signatures —
more than
3,000 — to qualify for the
Novem ber 1991 election ,
Kunkel said. But WATER’S
goal is to have a special elec
tion s(X)ner than November
1991. To do that, the group
needs 15 percent of registered
voters’ signatures, or 3,565
valid signatures.
W hether the in itiative
would be included on this
November’s regular ballot
would “all depend on when
they turned it (a valid
signature list) in,” said Coun

ty Clerk M itch C ooney.
Cooney said the group had
until early June to get the re
quired amount of signatures,
but WATER did not meet this
deadline.
It would be cheaper to ex
plore other water sources than
to ration, Kunkel said.
“Everybody pays $824 per
acre-foot,” he said. “That’s
the base rate.” An acre-foot is
the volume of water that
would cover one acre at a
depth of one foot, or 325,829
gallons.
But if residents exceed their
water allocation, which is set
at 30 percent below the
amount of water used in 1987,
the bill doubles, Kunkel said.
If residents consume the same
amount of water they used in
1987 the water bill triples, he
said.
“Under the current ration
ing program, some people are
paying $2,500 per acre-foot
(because of these penalties),”
Kunkel said, and that amount
is more than it needs to be.
Kunkel
suggested
desalinization, recycling and
grou n d w a ter so u rce s as
cheaper water alternatives for
city residents.
Although desalinization
would be the most expensive
way to get water, running an
estimated $1,200 per acrefoot, it is cheaper than the
$2,500 per acre-foot some
people are paying for exSee WATER, page 10

The department manager for
the computer department in El
Corral Bookstore was killed last
weekend in a single-car accident.
Gary York died Sunday after
noon when the car he was driving
left the road and ran into a 25ton backhoe. The backhoe was
parked on the side of the road
and was being used for home
construction that was going on
in the area, said Lieutenant Ed
Bryant of the Paso Robles Police
Department.
York, a resident of Atascadero,
was traveling south on Crestón
Rond near Meadowlark in Paso
Robles when the car went off the
road.
The car traveled about 250 feet
and took out three barriers be
fore running into the backhoe

said Coint Winter, a traffic safe
ty officer.
Winter responded to the acci
dent at 12:40 p.m., but he said he
believes the accident occurred
between one or two hours earlier
that day.
Winter said the police are still
waiting to determine the acci
dent’s cause and won’t know why
York ran off the road until they
see the investigation’s results,
which are expected to be com
pleted Friday.
Court Warren, director of El
Corral Bookstore, said York was
a very close friend and will be
missed.
Warren said he attributes York
with the success and growth of
the computer department in the
bookstore.
“He touched everyone here at
the bookstore,” Warren said.

“He was a very personable man
and very knowledgeable in the
field of computers.”
Warren said he still hasn’t ac
cepted the death of his colleague
and friend.
“ I’m still in utter amazement,”
he said. “I was waiting for him
to walk through the doors for
work and instead I received a
telephone call from a friend tell
ing me what happened.”
York had worked at El Corral
since 1987 and was in the com
puter business for 13 years.
“You can become very close to
a person in that amount of time,”
Warren said.
York is survived by his 18year-old daughter, Angel, from
Paso Robles. Services for York
will be held Thursday in Grand
Island, Neb.
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O ld er d riv ers fin d g iv in g up keys d ifficu lt
Deteriorating motor
skills can affect how
well the elderly drive
By Deborah Holley
Staff Writer

She’s the little old lady from Pasadena,
fjo granny, go granny, go granny, go. She
drives real fast, and she drives real hard;
she’s the terror of Colorado Boulevard.
Rev it up, rev it up; Granny’s gonna shut
you down. ...
So goes the tune that immortalized and
stereotyped grandma drivers way back in
the ’60s.
There are many drivers in the over-70
age group undeserving of the “fast gran
ny” or other negatively-charged labels.
But because driving the roadways is a
precision skill, some people advanced in
age do not realize that even a slight
deterioration of those skills can mean
danger for themselves and others.
Until the age of 70, unless a person’s
driving record requires otherwise, a
driver’s license still may be renewed
through the mail.
Mary Ann Lopez, operations officer for
the Department of Motor Vehicles in San
Luis Obispo, said that the computer used
by the agency reviews the records of
drivers approaching renewal to determine
if retesting is necessary. This applies to
drivers of any age.
Likewise, as for all ages of drivers, the
elderly are given three opfxirtunitics to
pass the necessary tests. Often, Lopezsaid, the elderly are pretty scared at
testing time. Losing their licenses could
mean a loss of mobility — a frightening
prospect for some, and loss of dignity for
others.
A driving test for an elderly person may
create additional nervousness.
“We check to see how long they are out

in the testing area to see if they have a lot
of problems with the test,” Lopez said.
“We check to see if they’re shaky or alert.
The technician looks for lapses of con
sciousness.”
Establishing age-related criteria for the
elderly does not mean that they are neces
sarily unsafe or less safe than other age
groups, but it helps to isolate potential
problems.
“Actually, it is not unreasonable to wait
until age 70 to require retesting,” said
Frank Strieker, California Highway Patrol
public affairs officer. “People live longer
these days, and a great many elderly drive
mainly around the neighborhood.”
Strieker recalled a driver in his 90s who
looked, acted and talked as if he were 55
and who addressed Strieker as “sonny” on
the roadside one day. Upon examining the
gentleman’s license, Strieker noted his

birthdate of 1887 and decided perhaps the
old fellow was not out of line.
• Should an accident occur, an officer can
have a person called in within 72 hours for
re-examination, said Officer Lopez.
A license can also be pulled away on the
spot, Strieker said. Most people consider
driving a right, but it is a privilege, he
said, and it can be revoked.
Strieker said that for many elderly peo
ple, some of whom have been driving as
long as cars have been around, it is not
easy to give up a lifelong privilege. Many
do not realize that their reflexes are gone,
he said.
Often, family members decide it may be
necessary to intervene when grandma or
grandpa can no longer operate a motor
vehicle safely.
Strieker said that families may be ad
vised to enroll their relative in “55

ALIVE,” a mature-driver improvement
course offered locally. Through the course,
mature drivers may realize that they are
not as sharp as they once were and that
they need to use more caution.
Strieker said that in his own family,
grandpa was determined to get grandma
out from behind the wheel. The family ad
vised grandpa to remove the car battery,
but grandma called the garage and was
soon out driving again. So, in desperation,
grandpa ended grandma’s driving career
by sitting in the car revving up the engine
until it blew up.
“Grandma still bragged that she never
had an accident, but we took bets among
ourselves as to how many she caused,”
Strieker said.
Lopez said that the license application
asks for some medical specifics which may
affect driving skills such as lapses of con
sciousness, disease, disorder or disabilities
which affect the ability to operate a motor
vehicle. Most people will admit to their
handicaps, she said.
Cataract surgery has had an amazing
impact on driving skills of many elderly
because it gives them a chance to continue
driving, Lopez said. They have much more
confidence when they come back after
surgery, she said.
Some folks, however, may not be so
lucky, but if their handicaps are not too
severe, they may be eligible for a limited
license — sunrise to sunset, no freeways,
restricted radius from home or extra mir
rors. They may even be given the driving
test in their driving area, Lopez said.
Strieker said that the most frequent
elderly driver accidents are right-of-way
errors.
Lopez said that failure to yield, left
turns from non-center lanes and not look
ing over their shoulders are common oldage related driving mistakes.
On a happier note, Strieker said that
most elderly drivers have embraced the
seatbelt law more quickly than most peo
ple because they want to be safe.
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Local bands find summer stage Elim

By Molly Cox
StaM Writer

Since the closing of San Luis
Obispo’s World Famous Dark
room nearly two years ago, local
bands have had difficulty finding
places to display their talents.
But this summer will be different
for local bands.
The 781 Club on Higuera was
scheduled to close on Friday
nights for the summer, but in
stead the bar manager has
decided to showcase local talent.
Manager Michael Clemmensen
tried to keep the bar open on
Fridays last summer but did not
have enough business to do so.
“We’re always busy on Friday
nights during the school year and
wanted to stay open,” Clem
mensen said. “As soon as sum
mer began, business slowed down
and we had to shut down on Fri
days.”
The idea o f bringing in bands
was not Clemmensen’s, but in-

stead was suggested to him by
members of local bands.
Guitarist Arne Anselm of
Chiapet said that his band could
not find anywhere to perform
besides parties, and he thought
the 781 Club would be the perfect
spot. The 781 Club holds about
50 people and is located next to
Michael’s Delicatessen and Res
taurant.
“Since the bar holds a small
amount of people, we figured we
knew enough people who would
come see local music and keep it
busy,” Anselm said.
The members of the band talk
ed to friends in three other bands
who all agreed to perform at 781.
Anselm presented the idea a
month ago to Clemmensen, who
agreed to keep 781 Club open on
Fridays with performances by
local bands. Clemmensen’s only
requirement was that they play
only original music.
“ I admire creativity and think

San Luis needs a place where it
can be expressed,” Clemmensen
said. Most local bands play
covers of other artists’ music.
Singer Mark Morey of Chiapet
said his band wants to bring
something new to San Luis
Obispo.
“We want to expose people to
something different — something
that can’t be heard anywhere
alse,” Morey said. “We’re having
fun and we want people to share
in the wealth.”
The bands scheduled to per
form at 781 include: Why
Theory, Les Waste, Chiapet and
Cucui. All of them have a unique
sound ranging from heavy
psychedelic funk to acoustic
guitar.
The 781 summer concert ses
sions will start with Why Theory
on Friday at 9 p.m. and will con
tinue with a different band every
Friday night over the summer.
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Where can you find

news of campus,

causing the cracks,” Phillips
said.
Plant Operations requests
about $25,000 from the state for
sidewalk repairs each year, said
Edward Naretto, director of
Plant Operations. Repairs are
then made if there are sufficient
funds. The last time walkways on
campus were repaired was during
the 1987-88 fisc^ year.
Naretto said sidewalks are in
spected yearly by Plant Opera
tions, and sections are also tagg
ed for repairs based on com
plaints made by members of the
Cal Poly community.
Other replacement projects
scheduled by Plant Operations to
be funded under the 1989-90
budget include: the exterior
doors on campus, indoor flourescent lights, the heating system in
Dexter Library and the roof of
the Beef Evaluation Unit.
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SLO to host AID S ben efit
Money from piano concert will help local organization
By Bill Evans
stall Writar

San Luis Obispo joins the
ranks of the worldwide com
munities that are lending their
support to the fight against
AIDS with a benefit concert at
Cal Poly.
Windham Hill pianist Scott
Cossu will perform at the Cal Po
ly Theatre on Friday at 8 p.m.
All proceeds from the concert
will support the SLO Aids Sup
port Network (ASN), which of
fers a variety of services to local
individuals that have been
diagnosed with AIDS. The event
is sponsored by the Cal Poly
Health Center.
Organized in 1985, the ASN
supplies direct support for HIVpositive persons by helping with
rent, bills, transportation to and
from doctors and hospitals, and
support groups for those in
fected, their families and friends.
The group has a general meeting
the first Tuesday o f every
month.
The ASN is a non-profit
organization, staffed completely
by volunteers, which provides fi-

Scott Cossu

nancial, spiritual and emotional
support to the HIV community
in SLO county.
“We receive all our funds from
donations and benefits,” said
ASN President Phil Bachelor.
“We’ve had the Memorial March
for a couple of years, but this is
our first musical benefit.”
The benefit will feature Scott
Cossu, who will be accompanied
by guitarist Van Manakas and

percussionist Scott Vomvolkis.
Cossu is a pianist, flutist,
composer and arranger who
studied piano, theory and com
position at the University of
Ohio. Cossu’s interests in world
m u sic led to s t u d ie s in
ethnomusicology at the Univer
sity of Washington with musi
cia n s from In d ia , A fr ic a ,
Southeast Asia and Romania.
C ossu com b in es a cou stic
sounds with ethnic influences to
create a distinct sound. Swit
chback, Cossu’s latest album, is
his sixth release in a career that
began in 1980 with his debut
album Still Moments.
His unique style has won
praise from critics: “Cossu’s
soloing could be more accurately
described as world music. Clearly
his ease with unusual meters, as
well as his ability to handle dis
junct, non-westem music accents
are among his strengths,” said
Don Heckman
of the Los
Angeles Times.
Advance tickets are $15 for
reserved seating, $13 for general
admission. Upon availability,
general admission tickets will be
sold at the door for $15.

JOHANNA KOhNNSKi/Sumnwr Mustang

Controversial ban can’t he as nasty
as it wants to be in SLO music stores

Patrick Winston spoke at the Al symposium last week.

CSU faculty study
artificial intelligence
By Kim Jarrard
Stati y^iiler

Cal Poly hosted an artificial
intelligence symposium last
week, a first for the California
State University system.
CSU instructors who are inter
ested in artificial intelligence, or
intelligence by computer, par
ticipated in the three-day sym
posium.
The purpose o f the event was
to evaluate the use of artificial

By Kenn Easland
S t ^ Writer

Obscene, X-rated lyrics have
been called candy for the brain,
but many Americans say this
candy is rotting brains —
especially those of children who
are listening to certain albums.
Unlike cigarettes, X-rated
movies and alcohol, minors can
purchase any album they
desire. Record and music stores
in California have no legal
obligation to limit album sales
to minors, even if the album
contains an obscene material
warning sticker.

intelligence, or AI, in the
classroom and to examine dif
ferent AI research performed by
CSU faculty.
About 30 teachers spoke on
different areas of artificial in
telligence, applying it in such
fields as business, teaching and
engineering.
“ Everyone has a different
d efin ition o f a rtificia l in 
t e l l i g e n c e ,” s a id P a t r ic k
Winston, professor and director
See INTELLIGENCE, page 12

Turn
Some
Heads

“If the kids have the money,
we’ll sell it to them,” said a San
Luis Obispo record salesman
who asked that he and his store
not be identified.
The 2 Live Crew, a rap band
from Florida, was arrested in
that state for its use of obscene
material.
Florida and California have
similar laws prohibiting the
sale of obscene material to
minors, but according to San
Luis Obispo attorney Neil
Hovis, “(California) prosecutors
do not feel bound to the situa
tion that occurred in Florida. ...
It is highly unlikly that that

situation will happen in
California.”
Because of the national con
troversy surrounding 2 Live
Crew, Boo Boo records in San
Luis Obispo recently decided
not to sell the Nasty version to
children younger than high
school age, a salesman said.
Dean Clark, music director
for radio station KSLY in San
Luis Obispo, said record shops
should not sell an album like As
Nasty As They Wanna Be to
children.
“But adults, if they want it,
should be able to purchase it,”
See MUSIC, page 11
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riterium endangered by
onflicts with city officials
Kenn Easland
( Writer

________________

Supporters of the 1990 San
Iriiis Obispo Criterium hailed
Itoday’s bicycle race a sucis.and said they hope SLO reslents will be able to participate
Ind cheer on other racers in
iture years.
San Diego resident Tom Broziowski, 31, sped to victory after
placing second in the criterium in
[987. Other winners were Laura
pharameda in the women’s race,
Josh Pelter for juniors 15-16,
Cen Metzger for masters 35, and
)arren Oliver for Seniors III.
More than 300 cyclists from as
¡Tar away as Texas made up the
lore than 25 cycling clubs who
larticipated in the San Luis
)bispo Criterium . One lap
iround the course was .64 of a
lile and was raced through
lowntown streets. The start/
finish line was at Chorro and
I^Higuera Streets.
In the course, riders traveled
[south on Higuera to Broad
[Street where cyclists rode west
until Monterey Street. Cyclists
sprinted through the Mission to
Osos Street where they turned

south for one block to Higuera.
Cyclists then completed the
course by riding south to the
start/finish line.
It was announced during the
1990 criterium by criterium
directors that this would be the
last year the race would be held
because city officials disapprov
ed of the event. Criterium direc
tors even provided a petition for
race supporters to sign, which
would be presented to city of
ficials as evidence of community
support.
Mayor Ron Dunin said the
criterium committee jumped to
conclusions by announcing that
the city is canceling the 17year-old race.
“The city is not against the
criterium, but they need to
resolve their problems and go
through proper channels,” Dunin
said.
Dunin said that the criterium
committee needs to aquire a
non-profit listing, increase its in
surance coverage and have a
committee member who is an
employee of San Luis Obispo.
John R ogers, a com m ittee
member, was an employee of the
city’s Parks and Recreation

TV

Department but left this year to
take a supervisor’s position in
Grover City.
The City of San Luis Obispo
did not sponsor the criterium
this year as it had in previous
years for insurance liability
reasons, said Bob Francis, assis
tant criterium director.
“Directors of the criterium
went to a meeting with city of
ficials prior to the race, and they
told us that the city will not
promote an event if it could pose
a liability to the city,” Francis
said.
That means the city also will
review their plans for La Fiesta
and other special downtown
events, such as holiday parades,
Francis said.
“We want the city to sponsor
the criterium,” he said. “We’ve
asked several times (this year),
but they don’t want the liabili
ty.”
To relieve some of the liability,
criterium directors have obtained
a $2 million insurance policy
through the United States Cycl
ing Federation.
“We even got our own in
surance, but (Mayor) Dunin said
See CRITERIUM , page 10
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Criterium racers await the starting gun ...

JON ROOERS/Summtr Muatang

PATRICIA McKEAaSummpr Mustang

A pack of riders speeds down Higuera Street at Sunday's Criterium.
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... and seconds later the race Is underway.

8th Annual Downtown San Luis Obispo
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Short Takes

Sierra Club offers
outdoor activities
The Santa Lucia chapter for
the Sierra Club will be holding a
number of outings in the next
week. This Sunday at 10 a.m. is
the Bike Commute, Don’t Pollute
bike ride. Bring a bike, helmet,
snack and liquid and meet at the
County Government Center on
Monterey Street. For more info.,
call Jim Merkel at 541-0904.

JON ROOERS/Sutntrwr Muatang

Graduates (left to right) Cedric Nash, Mark Shelby and Richard Fields begin their lives as Cal Poly alumni. These
smiling men went through graduation ceremonies earlier this month.

The Alumni Association offers
grads continued link with Poly
director. “Cal Poly alumni have
affection for this institution."
Start Wrilar
Shockley said the association
The Cal Poly Alumni Associa p r o v i d e s s c h o l a r s h i p s ,
tion has chapters throughout the distinguished teaching awards
state and nation so graduates and funding for a new visitors’
can meet for social and educa information center. It is also the
tional events, help recruit new organization funding a new
alumni and conference center in
students and offer .scholarships.
“Our intent is to benefit the coordination with the develop
u n i v e r s i t y ,” s a id S te v e n ment office, which is scheduled
Shockley, the a sso cia tio n ’ s to be built near Yosemite Resi

B y Laura Daniels
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From page 3
Phil Schiber, an agriculture
teacher from Atwater High
School, said past conferences
have given some good ideas to
use in the classroom
“This conference should be an
enriching experience and give us
a fresh outlook for the comimr

H A R D T O F IN D

BUT CHEAP!

JOE’S
YOGURT &
ICE CREAM

2 FOR 1
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973 Foothill Blvd.
(in the Burger King center]_^

New Release!

50
$
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The San Luis Obispo Recrea
tion and Parks Department, is
looking for volunteers to help out
with its 11th Annual Triathalon
to be held on Sunday.

iir w

OFF

CD or Cassette
FEATURING the #1 single
one per customer please

Time"

673 Higuera
Downtown SLO

543-6146
offer expires 7/5/90

year,” he said.
Don Patrick, a Cal Poly grad
uate and one of the new teachers
presented at the conference, said,
“I am looking forward to seeing
how things work from the inside
now that I am a member of
CATA.’’
Patrick said he thinks CATA is
a wonderful organization that
gives members a chance to ex
change ideas and voice opinions.
Some of the other activities go
ing on during the four-day con
ference include: workshop ses
sions, a farm idea show and the
annual awards banquet.

On W ednesday, President
Warren Baker and Lark P.
Carter, dean of the School of
Agriculture, hosted a luncheon
for members of agriculture advi
sory committees from high
schools and community colleges
throughout the state.
The CATA conference will be
followed by the annual skills
week program for vocational
agriculture teachers starting
Thursday and running through
Saturday hosted by Cal Poly’s
Agricultural Education Depart
me n t and t he S c h o o l o f
Agriculture.

Post-July Fourth
clean-up planned
The Adopt-A-Beach program
sponsored by the State Parks
Department and Unitarian will
be organizing a beach clean-up
after the F ou rth o f J u ly
festivities at F*ismo Beach.
Those interested should meet
on July 7th at 9 a.m. at the park
ing lot at the end of Grand Ave.
Take the 4th Street exit, turn
right on Grand Ave., and take it
to the end. Wear walking shoes
and bring gloves.
For more information, call Ron
Tindall o f the U niversalist
Fellowship at 543-8195.

Be a teacher for
summer program
College For Kids, Cuesta Col
lege’s summer program for 5th9th graders, is looking for
teaching assistants.
This opportunity is ideal for
anyone interested in adding to
his or her resume this special
classroom experience or who is
interested in working with this
See SHORT TAKES, page 11

From page 9
it wasn’t enough,” Francis said.
“We feel it’s more than enough ...
I wish they would stop throwing
obstacles in the way.”
The possibility o f future
lawsuits is the fear that kept the
city from sponsoring the race
this year. Francis said this fear is
based on a $7 million lawsuit
pending against the city, race
sponsors and everyone else in
volved with the 1988 criterium
by a racer who got his handle bar
caught in the safety fencing.
But, Francis said, the case is
considered by race directors to be
a weak one.
“Every racer signs a wavier
and is told about raceway
obstacles (such as manholes and
uneven pavement),” Francis said.
From page 5
“Besides, all the racers are expe
Kunkel said.
ceeding their water allocations,
He said that blending the rienced team athletes — unlike
he said.
cheaper sources of water with the city-sponsored triathalon
For those who stick to their desalted water would cost resi where any Joe-Schmo can join.”
alotted water amounts and are dents about $750 per acre-foot,
Art Leach, owner of Baywood/
paying the $824 base rate, less than the base rate and con SLO Cyclery, a sponsor of the
Kunkel said it would still be less s id e ra b ly le s s than w hat criterium, said he was satisfied
expensive to use a blend of other residents are paying after the with the turnout.
cheaper water sources such as water rationing surcharges.
“I think the race was handled
groundwater and reservoir water,
If a special election is held for very well, and I am looking for
which can cost as little as $300 the water initiative, it would be ward to being a sponsor of the
per acre-foot.
the first such election in a long race next year," he said.
“ If we took de-sal water and
time for the city, Cooney said.
Francis said, ‘This kind of
we blend it with the cheap
The election would cost city event, with more than 200 vol
sources of water, it is cheaper taxpayers an estimated $25,000 unteers and lots of community
than that base rate (of $824),” to $50,000, Cooney said.
and business support, is what
makes San Luis Obispo a special
place to live. It would be a shame
if the city canceled this race.”
A Cal Poly Pomona student
and criterium entrant said the
San Luis Obispo race has
brought him bad luck since he
has only made it across the finish
line once in five years.
“ I’ve crashed out of the race
Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo
four of the five times,” he said.
“I like the commmunity support
David A. Schultz, O.D.
and friendly atmosphere up here.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
You don’t see that in Southern
7 7 8 Marsh Stree t, SLO
5 4 3 - 5 2 00
California, but I probably won’t
be back next year.”

WATER

Buy one yogurt and get the second

lumitOne Per Person

Volunteers needed
at SLO triathalon

“p■“

CRITERIUM

COUPON-------------------------------------- 1

SCO

If you’re still looking for some
thing to do for the Fourth o f Ju
ly, Denneen will lead six-hour
horseback rides at a number of
locations. Call him for details.

CATA

FRAMING SPECIAL

/

dence Hall. The estimated cost is
$5 million.
Events are scheduled by the
Alumni A s s o c i a t i o n for
Homecoming, including 25th,
35th and 50th reunions and the
Honored Alumni Dinner, for
which one person per school is
chosen to attend the special
event.
There is also a Golden 50s
See ALUMNI, page 11

On Tuesday, Bill Denneen will
lead a paddling tour of Avila
Bay. If interested, meet at the
Port Harford loading dock at 9
a.m. Bring your canoe or kayak,
equipment, PFDs, lunch and li
quid, or call Denneen at 929-3647
for more details.

A total of 300 volunteers are
needed to help set up, take down,
assist in course safety, aid sta
tions and many other activities.
Volunteers will receive a free Tshirt, BBQ lunch from the
Assembly Line/Rib Line, a water
bottle and an entry into a draw
ing for prizes. Volunteers can
pick either a morning or after
noon shift.
For more information, call the
Recreation Department at 549-

Free! AOSEPT disinfection
system with this coupon
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M andela pays tribute to King;
\tlanta supports ANC leader
ATLANTA (AP) — Nelson
Mandela paid silent tribute
Wednesday at the tomb of Mar
tin Luther King Jr,, and the slain
civil rights leader’s widow
fervently upheld Mandela’s right
to depart from non-violence in
the struggle for black rights in
South Africa,
Mandela did not speak during
the brief wreath-laying ceremo
ny, which included the singing of
the anthem of the U,S, civil
rights movement, “We Shall
Overcome,”
Later, the Rev, Joseph Lowery,
president of the Southern Chris
tian Leadership Conference that
King founded, told Mandela:
“We reject the constant nagging
you have experienced about vio
lence, ,„ We respect the right of
oppressed people everywhere to
seek their own liberation,”
The audience of more than
1,500 people at Big Bethel AME

Church cheered wildly,
Coretta Scott King said,
“Reverend Lowery has spoken
for all of us and he spoke well.
We support you; we love you; we
revere you,”
Mandela told the audience,
“As a result of your support and
the hospitality you have shown
us now, it is futile for the white
minority in South Africa to resist
the people’s demand for oneperson, one-vote,”
Martin Luther King III told a
reporter that Mandela’s visit to
the center named for his father
showed that, “Clearly, he does
not support violence, I think Mr,
Mandela wants non-violent solu
tions, but the government has
pushed him to that,”
Mandela was cheered by about
5,000 people along Auburn
Avenue, a historic stretch of
black businesses and civil rights
landmarks, as he arrived at the

Martin Luther King Jr, Center
for Nonviolent Social Change,
After a brief meeting with Mrs,
King and other dignitaries,
Mandela and his wife, Winnie,
placed the wreath at the crypt,
which sits above a reflecting pool
at the King Center,
Ma nd e l a al so r ec ei ved
honorary doctorate degrees from
40 predominantly black colleges
at a convocation at Morehouse
College, Later he was to appear
at a sold-out rally at the 46,000seat Grant Field,
Mrs, Mandela received a stan
ding ovation from a gathering of
1,500 people, mostly women, at a
$100-a-plate luncheon benefiting
the ANC,
“I cannot tell you how touched
I am by this warmth, your kind
ness and your identity with our
struggle,” she said, “We come
from racist South Africa, ,„ You
are reminding us what it is to
belong to a family of mankind,”

Guards questioned after thiefs
take millions from armored car
ROCHESTER, N,Y. (AP) Investigators questioned two
armored-car guards and were ex
pected to give them lie-detector
tests after gunmen knocked off
their truck for $10,8 million, the
biggest such heist in U,S, histo
ry, officials said.
The armored car was robbed by
at least two men with a shotgun
Tuesday after its crew stopped at
a convenience store for a coffee
break, investigators said.
The guards were forced to
drive to a wooded area a half-mile
away, where they were tied up,
blindfolded and gagged, officials
said. The robbers put the cash, in
bags weighing at least 1,500
pounds, into another vehicle and
drove off.
Neither guard was injured. No
suspects have been identified,
said sheriffs Capt, Neil Flood,
“There are a lot of questions,
obviously, about the manner of
the heist,” Sheriff Andrew P.
Meloni said, “ It appeared to be
well-planned.”
The sheriff would not say
whether the robbery of the Ar

Classified
ALCOHOLICS ANONYM OUS
HEALTH CEN TER ROOM 115
MONDAY & FRIDAY 12:10

M ustang D aily
C la s s ifie d s

HAS A CO NVEN IEN T DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

UNITED METHODIST CHILDRENS CTR.
QUALITY PRESCHOOL & CHILDCARE
O p e n in g S e p t 4, 1 9 90

OPEN HOUSE
Sal. July 14, 10-3

mored Motor Service of America
truck could have been an inside
job.
The two guards, who worked
for the company a total of 18
months, were questioned all day
and into the evening by FBI and
sheriffs officials, said AMSA
controller George Clark.
The guards, whose names were
not released, are “not really”
suspects, the sheriff said. “They
obviously need to be talked to,”
he said.
Clark said the sheriffs office
probably would give polygraphs
to the guards, who agree to
submit to lie-detector tests as a
condition of employment.
To prevent inside jobs, work
crews are rotated, Clark said. It
was unclear how long Tuesday’s
crew had worked together.
The truck had left the com
pany’s offices in the Rochester
suburb o f Chili for the Federal
Reserve Bank branch in Buffalo.
During the stop at a store, a
gunman shoved the barrel o f a
shotgun into an opening in the
truck’s cab and seized the vehicle

CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics, Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735
G am es A Com ics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics In every Friday morning
G am es People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-6447
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SHORT TAKES
From page 10
age group. College units are
available for assisting on in
structor during either one or
both three week sessions, June
18 to July 6 and July 9 to July
27. Classes are held Monday
through Thursday and are avail
able in a variety of subject areas.
For more information, call
546-3131, Monday through Fri
day, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

AeJoption support
group meets Tues.
The San Luis Obispo chapter
of the Central Coast Adoption
Support Group will meet on July
3 at 7 p.m, at the PG&E Pro
montory at 406 Higuera Street in
SLO. For further information,
call Caryn at 481-4086,

MUSIC
From page 8
Clark said.
Attorney Hovis pointed out
variations in obscenity standards
exist in different communities,
“All states have obscenity
laws, but it’s really a locality
question and what the standards
are in that area,” he said.
In U.S. News & World Report
on June 25, Governor Deukmejian said this type of music has
no redeeming value because of
the use of raw words. To em
phasize their obscenity, he said,
‘The words are so raw that the

print media has not reproduced
them.”
The 2 Live Crew album is call
ed As Nasty As They Wanna Be.
Problems for the Rap group errupted in April when an 11year-old bought Nasty. The state
circuit court declared the album
obscene and banned all sales —
the first such ruling against a
musical group in the United
States. The group also released a
sanitized version o f the album
called As Clean As They Wanna
Be, with sales far below that of
the Nasty version.

ALUMNI
From page 10
group for those who graduated
from Cal Poly 50 or more years
ago.
Shockley said out of the 65,000
alumni, 11,000 are active in
alumni chapters.
Nancy McCracken, president
of the association’s Board of
Directors, said she has placed
emphasis during her two-year
term on chapter development.
“We’re starting a program for
young alumni in cooperation with
Poly Reps,” said McCracken.
“It’s important to know that
there is life after Cal Poly.”
McCracken said there are ac
tive chapters across the state,
from VVashington, D.C., to
Alaska and abroad.
“Basically, you can do as much
or as little as you have time for,”
McCracken said.
Although Shockley said the
organization is not involved in
the political arena, he said the
chapters are vocal in rallying
support for certain propositions,
such as Propositions 111 and
121, which appeared in the
primary election this month.
He said these two propositions

are supported because they will
give more money to higher
education. Voters narrow ly
passed both measures.
Shockley said the Cal Poly
alumni program is the “capstone
of the eSU system,”
‘This association has existed
longer and on a more profes
sional level than others in the
system,” Shockley said. He said
this is due to Cal Poly’s support
of the program.
Shockley said Cal Poly’s pro
gram has done more with the
money alumni donate than other
u n iv e rsitie s. M uch o f the
association’s funds are generated
through direct mail campaigns.
Mc(i)racken said that although
Cal Poly’s Alumni Association is
relatively young compared to
others in the state, other alumni
associations look to Cal Poly’s
program as an example because
of the association’s success.
Shockley said that Homecom
ing has grown every year since
he became the association’s
director in 1985. In lieu of Poly
Royal, Shockley expects this
next Homecoming, held fall
quarter, to be the biggest ever.
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Need extra money? Spare time?
National Marketing firm offers
part time position posting
promotional material on campus
Call Larry at (800) 592-2121

SUMMER SUBLET

HAVE YOUR O W N ROOM-CLOSE TO
POLY-PATIO-SLIDING GLASS DOOR&
CABLETV CALL STAN FOR INFO 544-9168

1981 DATSUN 310. runs well
$1,100 Stew, 544-7566
Excellenf part time jobs' We are
looking for a few ambifious
students to work on an on-campus
marketing project for ma|or
companies You must be personable
and outgoing. Excellent earnings!
Call Jeanine or Elizabeth K at
(800) 592-2121
RANCH HAND PART TIME W ORK
AROUND CLASS SCHEDULE $5PER HR

G O VER NM ENT JOBSS 16.040-$59,230/yr
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext R -10081 for current federal list
INCOME, CO NVENIENCE, FUN. .
Campus Catering has jobs
available on campus Earn $4 50
per hour plus a free meal for
working a four hour shift
Schedules to complement school
schedule-walk between work and
class. Call 756-5943

Business
Directory
W INDOW TINTING Quality 3M Film
at SAN LUIS C U STO M S 543-7878

FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH +
LASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966

W e invite you to atte n d 5 4 3 -7 5 8 0
15 15 F ro dericksS t S an Luis O bisp o

from the driver, officials said.
The other guard was taken
hostage when she returned from
the store.
The guards freed themselves
within 15 minutes of the robbery,
drove to AMSA and reported the
hold-up, Meloni said.
G uards carry .3 8 -ca lib e r
revolvers.
Clark said the coffee-andsandwiches stop was not against
company rules. “But it is strong
ly discouraged from a security
standpoint,” he said. “It’s hard
to knock off a moving truck.”
Officials are reviewing the
company’s records and looking
for witnesses who might have
seen the armored car, Meloni
said.
The robbery is at least the
second-largest theft in U.S. his
tory and the largest involving an
armored car. In 1982, about $11
million was reported taken from
the Sentry Armored Car Ckiurier
Co. office in New York City. But
authorities said much o f the
money may have been previously
embezzled.
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SUMMER SUBLET
GREAT LOCATION (CLOSE TO POLY)
2 ROO M S AVAIL IN 3 BDRM HOUSE
$225 & $250 NEG HILARY 546-0259

i^ R Ä iic e
Teaching Summer School can be

VERY TAXING
Annuities West
541-4872

Homemate wanted-Nonsmkg. mature,
tidy fern looking for same Own rm.,
ful, furn $288'm o 6/90-6/91 541-3208
MRoommate needed.N-Smkr.clean,own
room in new house,wash,'dry for summ
er thru next yr$3(X)'MO.Eric 541-8851

3 Bedroom-2 1/2 Bath CondoNearPoly
$1200/mo-10mo lease starting
Septi Condo w yard to be totally
remodeled this summer-new carpet,
new appliances. New cabinets, etc
to see pre-remodeled condo
call 543-8370 or leave message
61 BROAD now has shared spots
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772

vmm

Los Osos Mini Storage sizes vary
4x10,5x10.6x10 5x6,4x6,etc 528-8118

C O N S H A ’S O FFIC E SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851

Summer Sublet 125month.in New
Partly furnished APTLRG Bedroom
call Martk or Ron at 543-5632

N-SMKR CLEAN FEM RMMT NEEDED TO
RENT OW N RM W/BATH IN SLO W /D
POOL JACUZZI $300 MO 714-974-7867
OR 805-542-9749

For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC CO AST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

Found Keys.Honda and others with
pouch.on ViaCarte 6/27 am Turned
into Campus SecuriT/

Time IS passing Are you?
Aardvark Editing offers reliable
proofreading, editing and writing
assistance for all types of pa
pers and projects, quick service,
reasonable rates and the initial
consultation is free! Call us at
545-9918 from 5 to 9pm'
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KOOB

SMOKING

From page 1
In addition, as senior vice
president, he will serve as acting
president in the absence of
President Baker. He also will
be a key participant in all mtgor
universitywide policy recom
mending bodies.
Koob’s impressive educational
background is anchored in the
sciences. He received his doc
torate in chemistry from the
University of Kansas after com
pleting his undergraduate work
at the University of Northern
Iowa.
Koob has taught at the uni
versity level for more than 20
years. He became a member o f
the North Dakota State chemis
try department faculty in 1967,

moving up to department chair
man in 1973. After a four-year
term, he again served as head o f
the department from 1979 to
1981.
Two years later, he served as
acting chairman of the physics
department for one year. He also
served for 10 years as the direc
tor of the North Dakota Water
Resources Research Institute.
In 1981, Koob became dean of
the un iversity’s College o f
Science and Mathematics and
four years later became vice
president for Academic Affairs.
Koob currently lives in Min
nesota. He will move to Califor
nia on Aug. 1 with his wife,
Yvonne, and one o f his seven
children.

Fast Contacts
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SLO People
Offering same day replacem ent on most soft and
gas perm eable contact lensesi

OptonMtric Scfviccs of San Luto Obtopo

David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contaa Lenses and Unique Eyewear

Featuring unique
frames by

From page 1
similar ordinance, but it only
lasted about a year due to
pressure from businesses. He
said he foresees no such problem
with the ordinance in San Luis
Obispo.
The Assembly Line is one of
the few restaurants in town that
already has a non-smoking
policy. Owners say the policy,
which began earlier this year, has
not hurt business.
’The policy has been a positive
thing,” said co-owner Carol
Kowalski. "Most people are glad
they can go out to eat without
having to deal with smoke.”

Kowalski said very few people
turn around and wcdk out when
they hear of the policy, and
employees are happy not to deal
with cigarette smoke.
Kowalski said, however, she

can sympathize with the bars
that will be most affected by the
ori dinance.
Louisa’s Place is another non
smoking restaurant in SLO.
Manager Carlyn Seaman said the
policy is about a year old and
was instated due to the size of
the restaurant.
“It (the restaurant) was too
small to allow two sections
without causing some discomfort
to non-smokers,” Seaman said,
“so we changed to the new
policy, and no one has minded
terribly — even at the beginnmg.

policy,” he said. “But the archi
tectural design allows enough
room for smokers and nonsmokers without causing pro
blems on either side.”
It all comes down to keeping
the customers happy so they
keep coming back, he said. If the
atmosphere was a problem for
most of the customers, then
McWaid said he would change it
so people would keep coming
back.

it makes me a better thinker,”
Winston said. “So I think by
understanding artificial in 
telligence, you actually make
yourself smarter.”
Teachers who attended the
symposium said they found the
information useful.
“As a teacher, sometimes you
lose sight o f the overall picture
(of AD,” said Jim Etheredge, a
computer science associate pro
fessor at Cal Poly. “It’s always
nice to have that reinforced.”

of the symposium was that
teachers learned about the dif
ferent areas o f AI and how it is
being used in various fields.

Nash said Dr. Stephen Hansen
of San Luis Obispo led the drive
toward the new ordinance and
doesn’t want to stop there. Al
though
Hansen was unavailable
McWaid agrees with Seaman
fo
r
c
o
m m e n t , Na s h sai d
that there are certain situations
Hansen’s
next target is Cal Poly.
when a no-smoking policy is nec
The university, unaffected by the
essary.
“If this place was like the ordinance, has several cigarette
Assembly Line or Louisa’s Place, vending machines and desig
I would change to a non-smoking nated smoking areas.

INTELLIGENCE
From page 8
M assachusetts In stitu te o f
Technology, who spoke at the
symposium. Winston defined AI
as the way a computer solves
both simple and complex pro
blems.
One example Winston gave o f
AI was “describe and match.”
For example, it is possible to
describe a leaf, and from that in
formation a computer can match
it to the tree it came from,
Winston said.
He said he thought such usage
of AI could help improve people’s
thinking skills.
“Because I can name that idea,
I think it makes my own think
ing about such things a lot
clearer and more crystallized and

Networking of AI specialists
from all universities is important
because “it helps us in the
research we do, it helps us in the
way we teach, it helps us in the
way we think about applications
in AI,” Myers said.
Cal Poly’s computer science
department offers classes in ar
tificial intelligence such as CSC

The three-day symposium was
directed by Leonard Myers o f the
computer science department 420, which teaches programs and
and co-directed by Jens Pohl of techniques in AI, and CSC 506,
which studies AI through ad
the architecture department.
vanced
programming.
Meyers said the main benefit
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Mounting
And Stems!

105 E. MILL ST.
SANTA MARIA

252 HIGUERA ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO

Next to Harbor Freight

Across from new Smart & Final

346-6539

544-9259

Dave Hite
Computer
Balancing
•4.00

If you're in the m arket for a set of four new M I C H B L I N ' ^ tires
and your tire size reads:

544-4540
*• W EIGHT ROOM
** COMPUTER LAB (IBM PC’s & MAC)
** FREE TUTORING - ALL SUBJECTS
** ALL UTILITIES PAID
*• FREE MAID SERVICE
** BASKETBALLA/OLLEYBALL COURT
** HEATED POOL & SAUNAS
** PLANNED ACTIVITIES
** EXCELLENT FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
** TV ROOM
** FREE PARKING

1050 FOOTHILL BLVD.

MXL175/70R13—You
MXL185/70R13—You
MXL185/70R14—You
MXL205/70R14—You
XH195/75R14—You
XH205/75R14—You
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Pay
Pay
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Pay
Pay
Pay
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•Z S S .S Ó
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•3 3 6 .6 4
•3 5 6 .4 9
•4 0 6 .6 8

Price
already includes:
Sales Tax, Mount
ing, Valve Stems,
Computer
Balancing!

NO hidden costs. NO fine print. NO added extras.
In And Out In Less Than 30 Minutes!
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4 0 ^ 9 0 0 MILE
STEEL BELTEI
REMINGTON
MAXXUM* •
165/80R13.......................... ‘34"
175/80R13............................. 36"
185/80R13............................. 37"
185/75R14............................. 39"
195/75R14............................. 42"
205/75R14............................. 43"
205/75R15............................. 46"
215/75R15............................. 48"
225/75R15............................. 49"
235/75R15............................. 50"

40,000 MILES-RV and LIGHT
TRUCK STEEL BELTED RADIAL
REMINGTON WIDE BRUTE

45,000 MILE
M B S

BLACKWALL
REMINGTON
HIMAX
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‘83 “
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90“
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•2 3 5 X 8 5 R 1 6 ................................

go“

8 0 0 R 1 6 .5 .......................................

82“
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84 “
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90“

•3 3 X 1 2 5 0 R 1 6 5 ......................... 122“

WE REPAIR TIRES!
* 5 ° ° A N D UP

155SR13.....................
*32"
165SR13................................34"
185SR14................................42"
165SR15................................38"
175/70SR13.............
39"
185/70SR13..................... 40”
185/70SR14......................... 42"
195/70SR14......................... 43"
205/70SR14......................... 50"

LOW PRICE LEADER
ON ALL MAJOR
BRAND TIRES!

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:
SANTA MARIA
105 E. Mill Street

34M 539

8:00 AM TO 6:30 PM
6 DAYS A WEEK

SAN LUIS OBISPO
252 H ig uera Street

544^59
q i 541-T IR B

8:00 AM TO 6:00 PM MON.-FRI.
8:00 AM TO 4 :00 PM SAT.

